
Presentation Henrik Berven 

My name is Henrik Berven, born in south of Skåne and I live in 

the small coastal village Abbekås on the southcoast of Skåne 

with my two kids. I have a degree in economy and political 

science from the University of Lund and I have worked with 

business administration and development questions in a lot of 

different branches and companies. For example 

Handelsbanken, Swedish trade council, Ericsson and Malmö 

Opera. Today I work with development questions in industry, 

growth questions in small and medium sized companies and 

coordination questions between the regional development 

authority and the municipality development departments in 

Skåne.  

Besides adventure in snow and at sea, interior styling and renovation, traveling nearby and distant, I 

have a passion for food and what you serve to it and the hostesship. I cook with joy but love tasting. 

 

At the Nation witch I moved to in 1991, I have worked as Pubförman, Qurator, Project manager for 

the overall renovating project in 1993. I also manged the fundraising project for the house and raised 

a donation of a million among others. I was one of the founders of the alumni organisation Piraten 

1994 and chaired the organisation for more than 10 years. 

 

My choice is not to apply for the position as Proinspector, I am merely offering my time and 

knowledge. I have had the opportunity and joy of following the Nation and its work since I left Lund 

and I think this continuity can be valuable. The house needs renovation and it would be inspiring to 

be part of leading this task as I did 25 years ago. I take a big interest in and have experience from 

preserving and develop property ever since. As a founder of the alumni organisation this is 

something I also would like to develop. But most of all, I would like to be a part of developing the 

greatest Nation in Lund to be ever greater to be able to give something back to an organisation that 

has meant a lot to me.    

 

After 30 years of development work, prospecting, management and chairman work, I would like to 

think I have some experience that could be useful in the work of developing the Nation. I can also 

offer a network and contacts in various areas that can be valuable but most important, as a south 

scanian that cherish its Nation and a positive and valuable development resource for the future 

prosperity. I can also be of some help in coaching academics on their way to become professionals, 

this has always been a part of my job.   


